INDUSTRY PRODUCT NEWS

Energy absorbing solutions from Dellner Dampers
EN 15227 is a European standard for railway applications for the
crashworthiness requirements for railway vehicle bodies. It was first resolved
in 2008 and it is binding since 2012 for all new vehicles in the European
Union. The required energy absorption modules had major impacts on the
head-shape design of locomotives and passenger rolling stock.
To meet the requirements of the DIN EN15227 for crashworthiness,
Dellner Dampers has developed various products to absorb the energy.
Solutions with force levels from 100kN to 3000kN with strokes up to
1,000mm are included in Dellner Dampers’ portfolio.
To fulfill requirements for a crash scenario, reversible buffers should be
used. In the event that a tram travelling at 5km/h collides with an unbraked
identical tram, there will be no damage to either tram.
Solutions from Dellner Dampers are proven concepts used in many
worldwide railway vehicles. References include trams in Geneva,
Innsbruck, Brussels, Nottingham, Melbourne and Toronto.
Dellner Dampers’ product range includes hydraulic buffers,
deformation tubes, honeycomb structures, override protections, and anticlimber plates.
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SUZOHAPP: Advanced components
for limitless opportunities
SUZOHAPP provides software and hardware
for cash handling automation and self-service
solutions to more than 25,000 customers
worldwide. Solutions include cash deposit,
recycling, processing and payment systems, as
well as a broad range of self-service component
technologies. For bill validation technology,
SUZOHAPP offers the Bill-to-Bill range – the
most efficient and reliable currency management system designed to validate and recycle
banknotes. By using the note recyclers, the
operator can achieve higher customer
throughput and higher cash replenishment rates.
For coin validation technology,
SUZOHAPP is known for its Comestero RM5
HD coin validator that ensures a high level of
recognition and discrimination of valid and

counterfeit coins for maximum security in
every application.
Additional solutions from SUZOHAPP
include a wide range of coin hoppers, such as
the Evolution Hopper which guarantees
high dispensing speeds and reliability with
trouble-free operation due to being constructed
from high quality material. Furthermore,
SUZOHAPP’s WGR solution is a coin
handling carrousel with two main functions:
storing coins, acting as an escrow to return
rejected coins, and it serving as a payout
system that assures optimal security. The
modular design allows several carrousels to be
placed on top of each other by using a simple
rack construction, resulting in a complete coin
storage and payout system.
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New and greener propulsion technologies are expensive and a main
focus is always on cost-efficiency.
Unlike the coach sector, where
aluminium Alcoa Wheels already
dominate the industry, city bus
specifications are only now moving
rapidly towards aluminium wheels.
In recent tenders, PTAs require
higher passenger capacity, ample
luggage areas, cooling and heating
systems, and better TCO etc. Euro 6
engines are up to 125kg heavier than
Euro 5. Batteries and fuel cells easily
add weight up to more than 1.5 tonnes
for hydrogen fuel cells.
Mounting Alcoa Wheels directly
counteract this extra weight, avoiding
risks of tender penalties and without
compromising safety, as they are five
times stronger than steel wheels.
Being also 47% lighter, they
contribute up to 90kg of savings for a
typical six-wheel bus and 150kg for
an articulated bus.
Alcoa Wheels run up to 22°C
cooler, extending the lifetime of tyres
and brakes. Less de-scaling, wheel
removals and replacements are
needed, resulting in reduced operating costs.
Alcoa Wheels reduced CO 2
emissions by up to 3.5 tonnes more
than steel wheels over the lifetime of a
rigid bus (12y) and contribute to
fuel saving. Ongoing trials show
encouraging results of over 1%,
generating significant cost reductions.
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